GO! MOBILE™
The ultimate mobile collaboration tool
OVERVIEW

We designed go! Mobile to be the most designer-friendly collaborative board ever. go! Mobile provides the freedom to creatively express, design, and inspire in your own way. Create an original statement piece with go! Mobile. Let your imagination run wild.

SIZING OPTIONS

Four wheel sizes

Three wheel sizes*

GO! HUBS

With go! Hubs, any open environment can easily be upgraded to allow glass writing surfaces throughout the space. Simply roll your go! Mobiles into place, set with go! Hubs, and get to work!

* Three wheel options must be sold and configured with go! Hubs.
COLORS BY CLARUS™

Customize the glass on your go! Mobile with any color. Visit clarus.com/CBC to see the entire Colors by Clarus collection.

FRAME FINISHES

Choose from 13 beautiful, richly finished colors or bring the outdoors in with the Timber premium wood finish collection.

- White
- Satin Silver
- Yellow Sun
- Big Orange
- Energetic Red
- True Blue
- Personable Purple
- Kelly Green
- Gunmetal
- Jet Black
- Metallic Brass
- Metallic Bronze
- Metallic Gray
- Soft Maple
- White Oak
- Walnut
- *Timber finish only available for medium-sized go! Mobile

CASTER COLORS

Select one of our four caster colors to perfectly complement your frame finish and glass color.

- White
- Gray
- Black
- Red
### CLARUS GLASS
- 5/32” Clarus tempered safety writing glass
- Non-staining writing surface
- Compatible with any marker, even permanent
- Clarus Opti-Clear finish and eased corners for safety

### COLORS & PRINTING
- **COLORS BY CLARUS**
  - 150+ standard colors
  - Unlimited options with Clarus’ color-matching ability

- **COLORDROP**
  - Custom logos, patterns, and artwork printing
  - Direct-to-glass, high resolution, UV printing is guaranteed to never fade or discolor

### FRAME FINISHES
- **BOLD COLORS**
  - Broad spectrum of beautiful, richly finished color frame options
  - Constructed from premium powder-coated steel

- **TIMBER***
  - Premium wood frame options
  - Hand-crafted from solid wood, responsibly harvested in the USA

*Timber finish only available for medium-sized go! Mobile

### CASTER COLORS
- Four colors to perfectly complement your frame finish and glass color

### SIZE
- **FOUR WHEEL**
  - XS (40” x 54”)
  - S (60” x 54”)
  - M (40” x 73”)
  - XL (60” x 73”)

- **THREE WHEEL***
  - XS (40” x 54”)
  - S (60” x 54”)
  - M (40” x 73”)

*3 wheel options must be sold and configured with go! Hubs.

### GO! HUBS
- Use go! Hubs for additional ganging with 3-wheel go!’s
- By ganging multiple go!’s, users can create nooks and workspaces in open areas

### MAGNETIC
- Available in both magnetic and non-magnetic finish